FROM PILOTING TO PERSONALISATION:
WHEN ANALYTICS BOOSTS DIGITAL GROWTH
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INTRODUCTION
L’Équipe is the leading national daily sports newspaper. It belongs
to the Amaury group, an independent French family business in the
press and media sector. It has been present on the digital market
since the 2000s, with a digital device consisting of a site and an application.
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AT Internet
Key Figures

• 2.8 million users per day
• 1.2 million users per day on the
application
• 1.5 billion page views per month
• Some subscribers see more than 700
pages per month
Solution

• Analytics Suite
Benefits

The extent of its digital activity in a few figures:

• Optimisation of editorial strategy and
content production

•

2.8 million users per day (including 1.2 million users on
applications)

• + 80% page views on the Match
Debriefs format

•

1.5 billion page views per month

• Customisation of the offer by
activating the data via a machine
learning algorithm

•

Some subscribers see more than 700 pages per month

•

A visitor stays on average 6 minutes on the digital supports.

•

More than 80 percent of traffic is mobile (70% of which is on
applications).

• Push notification opening rate
multiplied by 30
• 27% increase in email opening rate

Customer testimonial

ROMAIN LHOTE, Data Manager

L’Équipe regularly breaks audience records in the digital press sector.
Many of these figures reveal a strong relationship and commitment
of readers to the sports brand.
L’Équipe’s deliberate data-driven approach has contributed
significantly to performance and accelerated growth. The resources
and dedicated teams have also gradually grown from 2 people
(in 2015) to 7 people today, on missions ranging from SEO, traffic
management and today data science.
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CHALLENGES
L’Équipe’s business model is based on paid subscriptions and the display of advertising. The main objective is to generate maximum engagement. Digital analytics is an indispensable source for the marketing
strategy that must respond to this need to increase and maintain the level of audience.
The analytics activity has been progressively developed since 2015. Initially mainly based on the construction of dashboards, the automation of reporting has freed up time for analysis, and in particular for segmentation, which brings more value to the exploitation of data. Gradually, the activity moved towards the
definition of scoring and today the data can be really activated for customisation purposes.

2 major challenges emerge today:
•

Sharpen the content strategy based on data analytics: the aim is to offer a real decision-making tool using analytics, i.e. to be able to direct the editorial staff on subjects of interest, when to publish content, how to edit and optimise strategic pages (the homepage for
example). The objective is to constantly maximise (thanks to data) the combinatorics: content,
format, timing, support, and this, in direct collaboration with the editorial teams in real time.

•

Activate data to personalise the content offer: personalisation goes hand in hand with customer
knowledge. It consists of establishing a user scoring, then operating different activation methods for
the purposes of content recommendations, acquisition or loyalty building, etc.

SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS
Romain Lhote, Head of Data, emphasises the necessary awareness of the value of data within the
newspaper. Also that this huge progress has not been achieved in a day, but now the data-driven approach
has become fully integrated within the marketing, product owners, editorial and IT teams. Communication
and coordination between these teams is the key factor in the success of such an initiative. They lay the
foundations for a relationship of trust between everyone involved in the analytical project.
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Solution #1 : Optimise content production and guide editorial strategy
Every day, the data team supports the editorial team by providing an update on digital performance during
a morning editorial meeting dedicated to digital, followed by a standard editorial meeting. Data analytics
offers a complete overview of audiences and advanced knowledge of their behaviour. It allows teams to
optimise content creation and to directly influence what they want to highlight.
There are several types of actions linked to the editorial strategy:
•

Detection of new potential. Recommendations, based on analytical data, can be used to prioritise the
choice of subjects for L’Equipe’s previews. The articles distributed to subscribers can be finely tuned to
sports news: a subject on a tennis competition whose final is played at night will be prioritised over a
survey, which has strong potential, but whose less urgent nature will allow it to be broadcast the next
morning. Thus, less content production and good publication timing will generate more audience.

•

Optimisation of the user experience. Concerning the design and UX of the application, the analysis of
page positions and navigation sequences was very useful to the Product team, whether for ergonomic
redesigns, menu modifications (which sports or competitions to highlight) or editorial choices.

•

Better arbitration of free / paid content. The principle of systematically charging for content
published on the paper newspaper could be questioned because some articles did not get the
expected audience. Switching a certain number of articles to free versions on the web has favoured
their referencing and offered a better visibility to content related to less popular sports.

Beyond these contributions and the analysis methodology, some initiatives directly related to the use of
data analytics have led to very encouraging results:
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•

Detection of opportunities: + 80 % of page views. The web analysis identified opportunities to
promote high-potential content. The Technical Debriefings of sporting events are much appreciated
by readers. By pushing this article format via push-notifications, page views jumped by 80% and
subscriptions by 113%.

•

User interest: 16% more visitors to an article about Neymar. After a match
or sports event, granular analysis of audience data can be used to illustrate
a particular context and explain the performance of additional content. The
return of Neymar after his injury, for example, had provoked reactions from
the public and editorial staff who felt that the subject had been over-covered.
However, the figures had shown a 16% increase in the number of unique
visitors with peaks before the match and at the final whistle. The Match Notes
article jumped 19% over the usual average. In this example the data helped
to put an end to subjective debates and avoid missing the potential of a topic.

Solution #2 : Customise the editorial offer by activating the data
In addition to optimising content performance, particularly through automated
reporting, the data teams wanted to exploit the potential of personalisation. The
challenge was to activate data to propose content recommendations, loyalty actions or new acquisition
strategies.
The strategy was to use an algorithmic method to automatically aggregate and analyse several sources of
subscriber-related data. Behavioural data analytics is one of the main sources exploited. It will allow to put
forward dynamic content and thus generate more consumption of relevant content.
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L’Équipe has chosen to internalise the project. The first step was to increase the skills of the data team
members. Even if it took more time to set up, the advantage came from more transparency on the use
and calculation of the data (= no uncontrollable algorithmic black box) as well as a real expertise acquired
by the teams.
The technical principle was to aggregate all web analytics data and metadata from published articles (tags
added by journalists on their articles). The algorithm used was based on the API of the Data Flow tool to
extract all the behavioural data.

Various data cross-references have led to the creation of feeds providing information on multiple user
behaviours (sports favoured by the user, data relating to the videos viewed, data from the blinds, etc.).
This made it possible to individually address the right content according to interests.
The initial TF-IDF calculation method applied was as follows:
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More specifically, the number of occurrences of article tags seen by an individual was calculated and then
compared with the sum of all the tags.
The exercise was not simple, but it allowed to decipher the genuine interests of visitors because the first
iterations of the algorithm showed a majority of football fans (this is the content mainly produced and
consumed on the app). It was therefore necessary to integrate and correct all possible biases to identify
underlying trends. Long and extremely granular data histories were required to make the identification
more refined and accurate.
Here are the measurement biases that had to be taken into account and corrected for the method to work:

BIAIS

ACTION REQUIRED

Proportion of football fans (86%)

Adjust this result by weighting football to highlight
other sports in relation to the articles created.

Number of articles per category
and seasonality of certain
competitions which can inflate the
figures (Roland Garros for example
generates a lot of traffic over a
relatively short period of time)

Analysis made on at least 1 year of data by
excluding identified visitors who came only during
a specific competition period.

Definition of the commitment
limited to the article

A visitor does not limit themselves to read only an
article, they act on the application by browsing the
home, following the matches live and consuming
other editorial content.

Here is an example of a subscriber profile detected before and after bias correction:
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Once the weighting elements were validated, a user satisfaction survey was launched. The objective was
to establish a list of their 5 favourite sports. After comparing all this information, precise scoring could be
established.
The activation of the data then consisted of carrying out numerous comparative tests with the emailing
and push-notification tools used internally. The results were very positive:
Once the weighting elements were validated, a user satisfaction survey was launched. The objective was
to establish a list of their 5 favourite sports. After comparing all this information, precise scoring could be
established.
The activation of the data then consisted of carrying out numerous comparative tests with the emailing
and push-notification tools used internally. The results were very positive:
• Push notifications:
- a 30-fold increase in opening rates with in-house personalisation compared to non-personalised
campaigns,
- multiplication by 3.5 compared to the customisation offered by the push solution.
• Emailing:
- opening rates multiplied by 27 with internalised personalisation compared to non-personalised
campaigns,
- multiplication by 2.5 compared to the usual segmentation of the emailing tool.
The objective is to allow the homepage of the L’Équipe site to be customised according to the interests
of users for a particular sport. At the end of this test phase, each subscriber will be able to benefit from
a selection of secondary articles (after the front-page article, which remains an unchanging journalistic
choice) that will be adapted to their profile. The possibilities and applications envisaged will then be
unlimited.

BÉNÉFICES
• Optimisation of editorial strategy and content production
• + 80% page views on the Match Debriefs format
• Customisation of the offer by activating the data via a machine learning algorithm
• Push notification opening rate multiplied by 30
• 27% increase in email opening rate
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MENTIONS LÉGALES
Les marques et logos figurant dans ce document sont des marques enregistrées ou non appartenant à
la société AT Internet ou à des tiers. Toute utilisation, non autorisée explicitement par les titulaires des
marques précitées, est strictement interdite. Toute reproduction partielle ou totale de ce document, sans
autorisation expresse d’AT Internet est interdite. AT Internet se réserve le droit de mettre à jour le présent
document à tout moment et sans préavis. Document et informations non contractuels.
Le projet R&D Mobile & Multi-device est cofinancé d’une part
par l’Union européenne avec les fonds FEDER et d’autre part
par la Région Aquitaine
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About AT Internet

About the Groupe Amaury

One of the world’s major players in digital analytics since
1996, AT Internet helps companies measure their audience
and optimise their digital performance across all marketing
channels. From data collection to exploration, activation and
the sharing of insights, AT Internet’s Analytics Suite provides
fully reliable data for optimal decision-making company-wide.

Independent and family-owned, the Amaury Group is a leader
in the media and sport sectors, counting 3,100 employees and
annual turnover of €670 million in 2013.

The quality of AT Internet’s solution and service has recently
been recognised by leading independent industry studies.
AT Internet’s digital analytics solution is used on more than
20,000 sites and mobile applications around the world, across
all industries. With more than 200 employees, the company is
present globally via its customers, subsidiaries and partners.

The group holds iconic press titles such as Le Parisien-Aujourd’hui en France, L’Équipe, and France Football in its portfolio, as well as magazines and supplements. The group also
organises unique sporting events such as the Tour de France,
the Dakar Rally, the Paris Marathon, the Alstom Open de France
(golf), the Tour de France à la Voile (yachting race)…
For more information, please visit www.amaury.com

DISCOVER YOUR DATA’S TRUE POTENTIAL
Request a demo at www.atinternet.com
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